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F R O M T H E M AYO R
With the 25under25 Art Award, the City
of Fremantle continues its commitment
to supporting young artists to create
new artworks, develop professional skills
and to enrich our community. Now in its
eighth year, the award provides industrylevel exhibition experience to 25 artists
under 25. This is a significant accelerant
for the young creatives who will go on
to serve and enhance the cultural life
of Fremantle and beyond.
Held in the historic and well-recognised
Moores Building Contemporary Art Gallery,
the Award is free to enter and affords artists
the opportunity to sell and display their work,
win substantial prizes and make connections
with a talented cohort of WA-based peers.
The $1,500 First Prize comes with a coveted
4-week residency at Fremantle Arts Centre
and the Highly Commended Prize includes
a portfolio mentorship with FAC curator
Dr Ric Spencer.

This year’s People’s Choice Award includes
a $250 prize pack generously supplied by
Jacksons Drawing Supplies: make sure to
cast your vote when visiting this invigorating
display of local artistic skill and ambition.
Dr Brad Pettitt
Fremantle Mayor

E X H I B I T I O N FO R E WO R D
Starting out as a publicly-exhibiting artist can
be steep learning curve. One learns that an
artwork isn’t finished at the moment the last
brushstroke is painted, or when the ceramic
is fired. The 25under25 Art Award is designed
to provide a structured introduction to the
world of exhibiting, encouraging creative
thinking about how artworks are installed,
written about, promoted, stored, handled,
sold and experienced by gallery visitors.
This project is kindling: it gets young artists
thinking about how they get their art from
the studio into the world.
The vision and finesse you see in this room,
however, is all them. These artists aren’t afraid
to use local or autobiographical themes as a
starting point to think through much broader,
even global issues and trends.

SA L E S

It’s no surprise that the names we see in
this catalogue each year often reappear in
exhibitions and residencies around Australia.

If you are interested in purchasing an artwork, please
contact 25under25 Curator Sheridan Coleman
at sheridanc@fremantle.wa.gov.au.

Congratulations and happy innovating
to each of you.

A price list is available in the gallery.

Dr Sheridan Coleman
25under25 Curator

AC K N OW L E D G E M E N TS
The City of Fremantle would like to thank this year’s
esteemed judges: Esther McDowell (Yabini Kickett),
Louise Snook and Mandy Hawkhead.
The 2019 People’s Choice Award is generously
sponsored by Jackson’s Drawing Supplies

FELICE ANDERSON

JAS CHOO

You’re Only as Good as the Tallest Step on the Podium

lady justice

Full-scale sporting award podium and photographic print

oil on canvas, 5:12min audio recording

Felice Anderson’s work is interested in how individual experiences of identity such as gender and
queerness interact with and can be restricted by normative social structures such as colonialism,
patriarchy and capitalism. In You’re Only as Good as the Tallest Step on the Podium, Anderson
explores the construction of success and the persistent allegiance to the ideology of success.
Utilising the visual language of achievement, the work interrogates how success relates to
authority and control, troubling the understanding of success as a stable and quantifiable
notion and pointing to its role in perpetuating hierarchies.

On 11 December 1948, a British Platoon of Scots Guards entered the artist’s ancestral hometown
of Batang Kali, proceeding to shoot and behead all 24 men of the village. The massacre was
justified by accusations of communist terrorism post WWII based solely on Chinese descent.
After discovering photographs of the soldiers grinning and flaunting the villager’ heads,
the artist was compelled to shine a spotlight on the suffering mothers and wives who spent
the rest of their lives fighting for justice, who died before receiving official acknowledgement
and any investigation into the matter.

MEGAN BAKER

OLIVIA BIASIN

simptoms

The name of the story will be time, but you must not pronounce its name

2:03min video

oil, watercolour, pencil and gesso on board

Using curated video clips of the Sims game, which is often played by those wanting to escape their
reality and live out a fantasy life, Megan Baker depicts the contrasting, repetitive, unpredictable and
isolating nature of the symptoms experienced in their life with chronic illness.

Working from her recollections of a migratory childhood, Olivia Biasin’s compositions consider
the fragmented perspective of our formative years, which results from variations in clarity of
autobiographical memory. Biasin represents this through layering each element’s varied opacity,
medium and texture within her figurative landscapes; each one stemming from a different
childhood memory. By combining her childhood recollections into a single image, Biasin’s works
illustrate how our sense of self is developed through significant memories being woven together.

NINA DAKIN

HAZEL DORTCH

Life on a Sunflower

Bird

digital drawing on paper, comic

cotton, wire and porcelain

Nina Dakin captures the innocence and simplicity of childhood relationships through her favourite
medium: comics. The words were first written as a poem that was later illustrated using Photoshop.
The artist is forever amazed by the works of the romantic painters, webcomic authors and children’s
cartoonists and she melds these eclectic inspirations in her work. She is currently studying
animation and is making comics whenever there is a spare moment.

Bird is about the simple act of death in nature. In most of Perth, the Willie Wagtail (djity djity
in Noongar language) is part of the everyday, so my intent was to put the course of dying and
decomposition into a familiar form. Since I have made Bird, it has fallen apart a bit. A claw has
broken off, it is covered in dust, and the beak has been slightly pulled from the body. I like to
think that the delicate materials that I have used—velvet, cotton and porcelain—have imitated
the decomposition of organic matter, just like how a real Willie Wagtail would eventually break
down into the soil.

CHLOE FORSTER

ALEX FREDRIKSSON

In Memory Of

SENTIENT

acrylic on canvas

mixed media installation – spray paint, car door, metal gate, 3:27min video

In Memory Of is a painting that has been in constant creation for the last 10 years. During that time
thick acrylic images were layered over each other in response to shifts and changes in my internal
world and the world around me. Eventually it was all laid to rest with a stone angel that sits on top
of years of paintings and changing perspectives. This painting represents the need to let parts of
our old self, old ways of thinking, or old ideas about who we are, die, in order to allow ourselves
the space to grow and reshape our identity.

Alex Fredriksson’s contemporary approach to video editing can be seen in the complex
conglomerate of sound and film. Three characters are featured, each one being a personification
of a philosophical viewpoint; the characters shown are nihilism, pessimism, and hedonism.
The multilayered editing approach creates a busyness that becomes a blur, thus attempting
to capture a fraction of the complexity of the human psyche. The film is projected onto a
readymade assemblage: a car door is prominent, almost acting as an entrance into the mind.

CHLOE HENDERSON

BRADEN HINKLE

Fragments

Six Tables LACKing Use

mixed media, plaster of paris, tin lids, found images

IKEA LACK tables, screws, brackets

Memories are illusive and often fragmented or distorted. I investigated my own childhood
memories through storybooks, family photos and journals written by my family. I felt that I needed
to find a way to embody a memory in something physical and tangible. I wanted the objects to feel
personal and create a sense of nostalgia, so I included evidence of my childhood and used popular
books and stories that many others also experienced in their youth to allow my work to be received
and understood by a wider audience.

Six tables are bound together along their edges, forming a cube. The tables are white. The cube
stands on three legs, the 21 other legs pointing all around. We recognise the tables, but we cannot
sit at them, nor can we place anything upon them. Is it a waste to have six tables and to deny them
their purpose for the sake of art? Trapped within the cube is a plain white space, not unlike the
gallery. Does this make the object more “Art”?

KUDAKWASHE HOVE

ZAINUB KHAN

Victory Delayed

My house, your street

oil on canvas

ink on paper

The 2014 World Cup was a big nightmare for football giants Brazil. They lost 7-1 to Germany in
the semi-finals. The media attacked the fans, players, staff and their strong history. Watching the
game and how people reacted encouraged me to do a portrait of David Luiz who was deeply
emotional after the game. I have a deep passion for football and have felt the emotions expressed
in this artwork. I wanted to express how people react when they don’t succeed in the way they
aimed to, but also to show how much passion it requires to reach a professional level in any industry.

The inspiration behind my work is the symbolic significance of building a house in suburban
Australia. Historically, building a house was a rite of passage; a stepping-stone of success.
Australia builds the largest homes per person. The work started as an analysis of the home industry,
considering the commercialisation of the design and building process, and the removal of art from
architecture: the idea of a ‘cookie cutter home’. The work then moved towards a more emotional
idea: that the repetition is nostalgic for everyday suburban people.

EMMA LEACH

GABBY LOO

Boys Will Be Boys

Be Nice 2 Friends of Colour: A long time to get here

biro, acrylic, card stock, wood

photographs, drawings, writing, business card, created in collaboration with Nang Voe Hom

My artwork comments on the cultural acceptance of a stereotyped definition of Australian
masculinity; one where men are tough and immune to emotions, despite that fact that many
men often go unrecognised as some of the most emotionally vulnerable people in our society.
The phrase ‘boys will be boys’ is often used as a socially accepted excuse for the violent,
enraged and sexually aggressive behaviour of young men. This title also pays homage to
local Fremantle musician Stella Donnelly.

This project came about from reflecting on my lived experience as a second-generation migrant
and gender queer Womxn of Colour. I have experienced intersectional discrimination that I
unfortunately assimilated with and accepted, which is an ongoing affliction to my mental wellbeing.
As much as this is a personal project, I hope BeNice2FoC inspires a sense of self-pride for People
of Colour who have experienced the discrimination and struggle symptomatic of life within white
settler colonialism.

GENEVIEVE MATTHEWS

SOPHIE MINISSALE

Ocean in the Plastic

Postcards You Can’t Find at the Giftshop

porcelain, paper cut

digitally manipulated photographs

Bottled water confuses and angers me. It’s just another unnecessary use of plastic that ends up in
the ocean, so much so that it seems there is almost more plastic than ocean. My initial investigation
looks at the permanence of plastic through coral covered water bottles surrounding paper-cut fish
skeletons. The water bottle form represents the individual contribution to the catastrophic effects
of plastic on the environment. Plastic has become a basic need for humanity.

Working with a combination of photography and written language, Sophie Minissale shares a
story about celebrating the ‘insignificants moments’ in life. Postcards sees her bring these two
together, by digitally scanning her own handwriting and layering it onto the photographs in
post processing. The end product resembles a postcard, something usually meant to share and
celebrate extravagant moments in one’s life. Instead, we are shown something insignificant and
at times forgettable, reminding us that all moments matter and form part of who we are and how
we experience the world.

SKYE NEWTON

ALISS RIGBY
Venus #5

laser-cut paperboard, 1:16min video

oil on canvas

The title of this work is written in the pre-colonial Filipinx script Baybayin and transliterates to ‘peke’,
a Cebuano word meaning ‘fake’. A short film of stubble burning on my family’s farm is looped and
projected over a stencil. This piece explores a fissure in my cultural identity: white/Euro-Australian
and Filipinx-Australian. The work is both a critical and celebratory take on the diverse experiences
of the Filipinx diaspora.

Venus, the goddess of love and the pinnacle of female beauty, is often depicted nude in her most
pure and natural form. I believe in modern day society the pinnacle of female beauty now contains
an artificial aspect, whether in the form of plastic surgery, cosmetics, or a façade of unrealistic
representations on social media. These contemporary views directly conflict with the traditional
purity Venus represents. I want to convey the natural yet odd incorporation of the unnatural into
ourselves and the acceptance of the artificial in women’s beauty standards within the 21st Century.

CIARA SEWELL

CONOR STEPHENS

Home Piece

Song of the Past

solvent transfer, soft pastel on fabric, polymer clay, plaster

pencil on paper, 1:06min audio recording

This work explores the domestic experience through the use of materiality, mark making and
photographic imagery. My photographs have been transferred onto a long fabric banner using
eucalyptus oil. I have then worked back into these images using soft pastel. The work is suspended
with string and hand-made clay o-rings.

Presented alongside a duet between flute and piccolo, Song of the Past explores the universal
ability of music to bring people together. Music itself was inspired by the unique rhythms and
melodies that exist within nature, and in the caves of Southern Germany, archaeologists have
discovered prehistoric flutes over ten thousand years old. These flutes were constructed using
the bones of birds. The birds Conor Stephens chose to depict are European Bee-eaters, as they
are birds that reside within Southern Germany with a familial structure that closely resembles
that of humans.

ZOË SYDNEY

CECILIA UMBAGAI

Image Storage Mechanism (large)

Didnyjinygee (Dragonfly)

mixed media

ochre on bark

Image Storage Mechanism (Large) is an exploration of the photos we choose to keep over time.
It draws from my camera roll and family photo albums. How do the one hundred or so photographs
carefully pressed onto pages in my bookshelf differ from the 2000 files on my phone? Does a photo
have to be a physical object in order to be precious? The images I collect are very different from
the photographs my parents saved. I kept pictures friends had sent me in forgotten conversations,
pictures I thought were important or just aesthetically pleasing. I took pictures of these pictures
in order to draw them, further blurring the boundaries between the two types of images. A third
method of image storage drawn upon was Polaroid photos. With this expensive technique,
a moment becomes an object immediately, with no delay or selection. I preserved their original
dimensions since, unlike digital images, they are fixed. The size of the drawing expresses the
exponentially increasing scale of our data.

This painting represents the dragonfly. When we see a dragonfly we know that freshwater is nearby.
Sometimes it leads us to the fresh water if we follow it. I have been painting the dragonfly for about
three years and I have developed my own way of depicting its shape. This work is a contemporary
version of an ancient medium; we crushed and collected the ochre and harvested the bark from
a place up the Gibb River Road. Bark has a natural texture, which is a perfect background for the
natural ochre.

LEAH VLATKO

AYLA WOODLAND

Sedimental Feelings

Juxtapose

crochet, recycled materials

oil on canvas, acrylic on perspex, gold frame, wood

Using materials found in the REmida work room and rescued ‘junk’ from verge collections,
Vlatko has created a piece that is soft and intimate. Utilising muted colour palettes inspired by
the Australian bush, the pieces were crocheted in a way that grew in layers, similar to the way
sedimentary rocks appear when stratified. Each element is labour intensive, taking 15-20 hours
to complete. This work pays homage to the craft, while steering it into a more private space,
bringing softness and intimacy to harsh metal objects.

Woodland’s mix of traditional and contemporary approaches to portraiture examines this genre of
painting and the history of memorialising the rich and powerful. Whilst traditionally presenting the
sitter and their societal status through flattering likeness, richness of colour and elaborate clothing,
contemporary portraiture captures likeness but can also include alternative symbolic portrayals of
emotion, attitude and personality. By layering these two approaches, Woodland aligns traditional
painting techniques with contemporary means of representation to create a contrasting, Janusinspired portrait.

JAIMEE WRIGHT
George
oil on board

We would like to thank the ongoing supporters of this exhibition:

Jaimee Wright uses painting to examine how high visibility (hi vis) workwear functions an indicator
of class that is instantly recognisable. The subject of ‘George’ is the artist’s father who worked fly-in
fly-out for mining companies for over a decade. After witnessing his health deteriorate as a result
of this type of work, the hi vis uniform became a personal symbol of the suffering that is common
within the industry.

freoyouth
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